
The EVOKE app lets you control your hearing aids directly 
from your phone, allowing you to adjust volume settings, 
listening programs, find your hearing aids and more. 
The app features SoundSense Learn, the world’s first 
real-time machine learning solution designed to provide 
personalization in moments for optimal hearing in your 
real-world settings. 

                      Tap the “Sound Menu” to access SoundSense Learn, Sound Mixer, Equalizer settings, and 
independent volume control.

Control whether you prefer 
to hear more streamed audio 
or more of your surroundings 
by moving the slider in either 
direction. This is only available 
when actively streaming. 

For manual adjustments to low, 
mid and high pitches.

Independent preference control 
adjustments per ear.

NAVIGATING THE WIDEX EVOKE APP

Fine tune your listening 
preferences based on what is 
most important for you to hear 
in each distinct environment. 
Our easy-to-use A to B 
comparisons guide you to a 
personalized experience through 
real-time machine learning. 

Select A or B to listen to  
each sound profile 

Slide toward A or B to 
indicate which you like better

Select Next to continue with 
additional comparisons or hit 
the back arrow to exit with 
your settings 
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Have you ever had a frustrating listening situation where everyone else seems 
to be able to hear and you missed out? With the Widex EVOKE SoundSense 
Learn feature, you can easily personalize your listening preference on demand 
by selecting the sound that you like best through a simple A/B comparison. 
This way, no matter where you are, you are able to control your environment to 
hear your best.  

Benefits of SoundSense Learn 
  An even more personalized and satisfying listening experience  — in  
the moment!

  Less time spent on visits back to your Hearing Healthcare Professional to try 
and describe a specific listening scenario where you had difficulty hearing. 

  You get more out of your hearing experience, with a simple solution  — 
all in your pocket!

  Easy to use for any age.

  The technology continues to learn. Widex can provide you with 
additional firmware improvements over time for an intelligent today  
and smarter tomorrow. 

How does SoundSense Learn use machine learning? 

Intelligent Today... 
SoundSense Learn uses real-time machine learning to quickly learn your 
preferences in any listening environment easily and efficiently so that you can 
enjoy the moment faster.  

Smarter Tomorrow... 
With SoundSense Learn, it is not only that you hear better in the moment, the 
system is able to learn from your preferences long-term. The Widex EVOKE 
not only learns from your preferences, but from wearers all over the world by 
sending anonymous preference data to the secured Widex Cloud. This allows 
the system to get smarter each and every day, making for a better tomorrow.
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What are other examples of machine learning?  
From online streaming services to digital vending machines, machine learning 
is everywhere.  

Did you know that when streaming services like Netflix 
recommend a movie for you, they are using machine learning 
to detect patterns of movies that you have watched in the past 
to help you decide on your next favorite film to view?

Map companies such as Waze use machine learning to change 
recommended directions based on the drive times and reports 
of other drivers. The goal is that through a network of drivers, 
everyone gets to their destination faster and safer.

What about when you are at your favorite fast food restaurant 
and you see a soda machine that allows you to create your 
own drink combination? Did you know that information is sent 
up to the cloud to learn new and improved options for  
the future? 

Is personal information protected?  
The Widex goal is better hearing, and your trust in Widex to hear better is 
our highest priority. As part of that, we have also taken every measure so that 
you can trust us with the SoundSense learn data collection. Widex does not 
use any personal information in the process. In addition, the Widex EVOKE 
is only looking at information about your selection choices in the different 
environments. All information is then sent anonymously to the Widex Cloud, 
which is a secure private server.

SOUND SENSE LEARN, THE WORLD’S FIRST  
REAL-TIME MACHINE LEARNING HEARING SOLUTION


